
Interactive comment on “Historical gridded reconstruction of 

potential evapotranspiration for the UK” by Maliko Tanguy et al.  

The authors’ first response to reviewers: Mark McCarthy, Referee #2  

The reviewer’s comments are in black, and our response is in blue. 

This paper documents the development of a unique and valuable PET dataset for application in 

historical hydrological reconstructions for the UK. For full disclosure I have been involved as a 

subcontractor within the Historic Droughts project that has supported this work. My role was 

providing extended monthly temperature datasets with newly digitised climate data that are used 

and referenced in this paper. However I did not have any direct involvement in the specific work in 

question, the development of the PET dataset that is being described, or the writing of the paper. 

In my opinion this paper provides a very clear description of the production process of this dataset, 

the calibration and evaluation framework that informed and justify the methodological decisions 

that were made. This is important because there are significant assumptions required for such a 

temperature only derivation of PET. Therefore I recommend this work is accepted for publication. 

We would like to thank Mark McCarthy for reviewing this paper and for his positive and constructive 

comments, which will contribute to improve the manuscript. 

 

My only significant comments would be: 1) While the paper provides sufficient comparison of 

different potential approaches, in section 5 the paper does not provide much context for how the 

uncertainties and limitations of this PET dataset might impact or be handled by subsequent 

application in hydrological modelling of 19th and early 20th century. Are there any firmer 

recommendations or quantifications the authors can make in that regard? 

Regarding the increased uncertainty due to lower station density in the earlier period (late 19th and 

early 20th century), some additional detail will be added to the manuscript: 

“According to information provided by the Met Office, the station density gradually increased from 

74 stations across the country in 1891 to a peak of 672 in the mid-1990s, after which it decreased 

again to reach a total of 355 stations in 2015. Legg (2015) has investigated extensively the effect of 

network density on the error in gridded dataset in the UK, and his results suggest that the change in 

density observed here would only lead to a minor increase in error in temperature. An increase in 

the root-mean-square error of less than 0.2C is observed for most cases when the network density 

changes from 570 to 75 stations across the UK. This reflects the spatial coherence in the 

temperature data. 

A sensitivity analysis of McGuinness-Bordne PET on errors in input temperature was conducted. It 

was found that a +/- 0.2C in input temperature translates into a 0.5% to 2% difference (with an 

average of 0.8%) in PET estimation. We consider these differences negligible in comparison to the 

uncertainties arising from the PET method itself.”  

 

We agree that offering more guidance on how to use the data would be beneficial. We will add 

references to provide some context to users about how the uncertainties of the PET dataset might 



impact hydrological and other applications. Section 5 will be modified to include the following 

information: 

“While uncertainties in the PET dataset are quite large, especially in the daily version, the impact it 

might have will depend on the intended purpose of the data.  

For hydrological applications, the choice of PET equation was shown to affect the estimated 

streamflow when using hydrological models (Seiller and Anctil, 2016), in particular at high and low 

flows (Zahra Samadi, 2016). However, several studies show that hydrological models are much more 

sensitive to errors in rainfall than to errors in PET, especially in temperate climate such as the UK 

(Paturel et al., 1995, Guo et al., 2017, Bastola et al., 2011). Furthermore, other studies (Bai et al., 

2015, Seiller and Anctil, 2016) show that hydrological model parameter calibration can eliminate the 

influences of different PET inputs on runoff simulations. Therefore, the historic PET dataset is 

considered particularly suitable for use in hydrological models, especially if these are being 

calibrated using this dataset, as the impact of PET uncertainties will be small compared to those of 

rainfall. It’s also worth mentioning that the McGuinness-Bordne equation used to derive the historic 

PET dataset was calibrated against CHESS-PM. There is no systematic bias (bias ratio ≈ 1, see Fig.5 

and 6) between the two datasets. The use of the historic PET data would therefore be adequate in 

hydrological models that have been calibrated using CHESS-PM, but re-calibration would be 

recommended if any other PET source was used in the original calibration. 

For crop modelling, greater caution is required as modelled crop yield is highly sensitive to the 

choice of PET model (Balkovic et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2016, Luo et al., 2009).  

For macroecology and biogeography studies, Fisher et al. (2011) have produced a global ‘guide to 

choosing an ET model for geographical ecology’, according to the climate zone of the study area. For 

temperate climate such as the UK, their conclusion is that any PET model type (temperature-based, 

radiation-based or combination) is equally adequate for its use in biodiversity modelling. Therefore, 

the historic PET dataset would be appropriate for this type of application. 

Regarding the derivation of drought indices which use PET, some seem insensitive to the choice of 

PET model, such as the Reconnaissance Drought Index (RDI, Tsakiris et al., 2007) as demonstrated by 

Vangelis et al. (2013); whereas for others such as the standardized Precipitation-Evapotranspiration 

Index (SPEI, Vicente-Serrano, 2010) or the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI, Palmer, 1965), 

different formulations of PET have a significant impact on the result (for SPEI: Begueria et al., 2013, 

Stagge et al., 2014; for PDSI: Sheffield et al., 2012), although less importantly in humid areas such as 

the UK (Begueria et al., 2013). Therefore, the impact of uncertainties in PET for deriving drought 

indices will depend on the choice of index. 

In general, for the use of the historic PET dataset to derive drought indices, or any other application 

not mentioned above, we would recommend to compare results over the more recent period (1961-

2015) using (i) CHESS-PM and (ii) the historic temperature-based PET to estimate the impact of 

uncertainties in PET on results. This way, the users can truly assess the sensibility of their specific 

application to the errors in PET, investigate how the uncertainties propagate in their model, and 

make an informed decision on whether the historic PET dataset is suitable for their needs or not.”   
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2) Will a significant factor in the evaluation metrics be the seasonal cycle? Would this explain why 

some of the differences between the performance of the choice of temperature data is marginal, 

because they all have good representation of the seasonality and the daily variance is of secondary 

importance? 

Yes, this is partly what we were trying to explain in line 25-30, page 8: 

“Daily temperature forcing only performs marginally better than forcing based on monthly 

temperature time series. This might be explained by the small day-to-day variability in temperature 

fields (and hence, in any resulting PET field) compared with other climate variables such as wind 

speed, humidity or radiation, which provide a much larger contribution to the daily variability of PET 

than temperature. The effect of artificial daily pattern introduced by temporal disaggregation of 

monthly temperature is in fact small compared with the error introduced by using temperature-only 

forcing to estimate PET. This is illustrated in Figure A1 (supplementary material).” 

 

But we will add some further comment to make this point clearer: 

“The temperature seasonal variability is a main component to the PET, and is well captured by 

monthly values, with sub-monthly values only adding some noise. This is why the choice of 

temperature data has only a marginal effect, because the daily variance is of secondary importance 

in comparison to an accurate representation of the seasonality.” 

 

3) I did find I had to keep referring back to section 2 to remind myself which specific data were being 

discussed. A summary table of datasets would help rather than just a list I think. 

We acknowledge that the numerous datasets used can lead to confusion. Therefore, we will add to 

the supplementary information the following summary table (Table A3) of all datasets used.  

 

 

 

 

 



Table A3: Summary of temperature and PET datasets used in this study a) temperature data to investigate effect of 

temporal distribution of data on the output PET estimation, b) temperature data to investigate effect of spatial 

resolution of the data on the output PET estimation, and c) PET data used to calibrate and evaluate equation and final 

PET output. 

a) Temperature datasets used as input data for temperature-based PET equations. Multiple versions were used to 

investigate the effect of temporal distribution of the data on output PET estimation 

 

Dataset short name Resolution Description Comment 

CHESS-temp daily 1 km x 1 km 

Daily 

CHESS-met high resolution mean daily 

temperature: Part of a larger dataset 

developed by CEH for environment 

modelling applications, available for 1961-

2015 

“Best” available 

gridded daily 

temperature data for 

Great Britain 

CHESS-temp clim 1 km x 1 km 

Daily 

CHESS daily mean temperature 

climatology: Long term average (1961-

1990) of daily mean temperature, derived 

from CHESS-temp daily 

Default option that 

could be used even if no 

temperature data were 

available 

CHESS-temp monthly I 1 km x 1 km 

Monthly 

disaggregated 

to daily 

CHESS daily mean temperature derived 

from monthly averages, constant during 

the month. Step changes in temperature 

between consecutive months To investigate whether 

temporal disaggregation 

method (from monthly 

to daily) has an effect 

on output PET 

estimation 

CHESS-temp monthly 

II 

1 km x 1 km 

Monthly 

disaggregated 

to daily 

CHESS daily mean temperature derived 

from monthly averages, interpolated using 

pchip 

CHESS-temp monthly 

III 

1 km x 1 km 

Monthly 

disaggregated 

to daily 

CHESS daily mean temperature derived 

from monthly averages, disaggregated to 

daily using CHESS daily mean 

temperature climatology pattern 

 

b) Temperature datasets used to assess spatial resolution for the best performing PET method 

 

Dataset short name Resolution Description Comment 

UKCP09-temp monthly 

I 

5 km x 5 km 

Monthly 

disaggregated 

to daily 

UKCP09 daily mean temperature derived 

from monthly averages, constant during 

the month 
Two temporal 

disaggregation methods 

tested. 
UKCP09-temp monthly 

II 

5 km x 5 km 

Monthly 

disaggregated 

to daily 

UKCP09 daily mean temperature derived 

from monthly averages, interpolated using 

pchip 

 

c) PET datasets used to calibrate the equations and assess the output PET 

 

Dataset short name Resolution Description Use 

CHESS-PM 1 km x 1 km 

Daily and 

monthly 

CHESS-PET 1-km grids, daily 

(and monthly) time series 

available for 1961-2015, 

calculated using the Penman-

Monteith (PM) equation for 

FAO-defined well-watered grass 

1) calibration of the temperature-

based PET equations (1961-1990) 

2) Evaluation of the equations 

(1991-2012) 

3) Evaluation of the final gridded 

product (1991-2012) 

CHESS-PM 

climatology 

1 km x 1 km 

Daily and 

monthly 

Daily (and monthly) PET long 

term average, calculated from 

CHESS-PM for 1961 to 1990  

used as a ‘naïve method’ against 

which the PET reconstruction 

methodology can be tested to 

assess performance 

    

 

 

 

 



4) In section 2 it is probably worth being more explicit about what temperature data. For UKCP09 

and HistDrought the monthly mean temperature is derived from the average of daily Tmax and Tmin 

averaged across the month at each contributing station and then stations with no more than 2 

missing days within a calendar month are gridded as per Perry and Hollis (2005). 

This information will be added to section 2. 

 

Minor points: 

1) Page 4, line 5: could include reference to Legg (2014) 

https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/joc.4062 that documents the spatial 

sampling uncertainty in the monthly gridded data. 

This reference will be added to the revised manuscript, together with a short discussion from Legg 

(2014)’s results on the effect of change in network density on the output gridded product (as 

described in response to first comment). 

 

2) Page 4, lines 10-30. I think this could be reworded slightly with a table to lay out the datasets in a 

slightly clearer way. 

Table A3 shown earlier will be added to the supplementary information.  

Additionally, page 4, lines 10-27 will be replaced by the following text: 

‘Prior to 1961, temperature data is only available at a 5km spatial resolution and monthly time-step. 

Because of this coarser temporal and spatial resolution of temperature data in the earlier period, 

alternative datasets were generated and used in the analysis to quantify the sensitivity of PET 

derivation to temperature input, and are summarised in table A3 (a and b)  in the supplementary 

information: 

 CHESS daily mean temperature climatology (1-km grids) (CHESS-temp clim): long term average 

(1961-1990) of daily mean temperature, derived from CHESS-temp daily.  This provides a default 

option that could be used even if no temperature data were available in the past (or future). This 

gives a day-to-day variability pattern of temperature throughout the year, which is then 

repeated every year. 

 CHESS daily mean temperature derived from monthly averages (1km grids). Different methods 

to disaggregate monthly temperature into daily data were tested: 

(i) Constant temperature during the month (CHESS-temp monthly I). This means there are 

step changes in temperature between consecutive months. 

(ii) Interpolated using pchip (piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomial) method for 

a smooth transition between months (CHESS-temp monthly II). Pchip stands for 

Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial, which is an interpolation method in 

which a cubic polynomial approximation is assumed over each subinterval. Arandiga et 

al. (2016) describe this interpolation scheme in detail together with its advantages, 

mainly that it is both accurate (preserves values at the nodes) and preserves 

monotonicity. Pchip was selected for the present study because (i) the fitted curve 

passes through observed values at inflexion points unlike spline or quadratic methods, 

for example, and (ii) it does not require re-fitting when the period of application is 

extended as each subinterval is treated separately.   



(iii) Disaggregated to daily using CHESS daily mean temperature climatology pattern (CHESS-

temp monthly III). The daily relative variation in temperature follows the climatology, 

but for each month, the daily values are adjusted so that monthly mean temperatures 

are correct.  In other words, CHESS daily climatology data is shifted uniformly so the 

monthly mean temperature matches the CHESS monthly temperature data.  

 UKCP09 daily mean temperature (5-km grids) derived from monthly averages. Two different 

methods to disaggregate monthly temperature into daily data were tested:  

(i) Constant during the month (UKCP09-temp monthly I). 

(ii) Interpolated using pchip method (UKCP09-temp monthly II).’ 

 

3) Page 4, line 18. Provide either a description or reference to pchip. 

The following text will be added to the manuscript (as shown in response to previous point): 

“Pchip stands for Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial, which is an interpolation 

method in which a cubic polynomial approximation is assumed over each subinterval. Arandiga et al. 

(2016) describe this interpolation scheme in detail together with its advantages, mainly that it is 

both accurate (preserves values at the nodes) and preserves monotonicity. Pchip was selected for 

the present study because (i) the fitted curve passes through observed values at inflexion points 

unlike spline or quadratic methods, for example, and (ii) it does not require re-fitting when the 

period of application is extended as each subinterval is treated separately.”   

Reference: F. Aràndiga, R. Donat, M. Santágueda, 2016, The PCHIP subdivision scheme, Applied 

Mathematics and Computation, Volume 272, Part 1, Pages 28-40, ISSN 0096-3003, 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.amc.2015.07.071. 

 

4) Page 5, line 27. It is not clear why this max/min constraint is important in this context. This 

dataset only covers the observational period 1891-2015. What forecasts are used? 

We selected low-data demanding methods that could be easily reproduced and extended in cases of 

minimal data availability. Although the dataset described in this paper only covers the observational 

period, we also considered the applications of this method for forecasting. For the UK, the Met 

Office currently sends operationally average UK temperature forecasts (for 1-3months) for the 

production of the UK Hydrological Outlook (UKHO). Minimum and maximum temperatures are not 

included in the current seasonal forecasts and not used for the derivation of the UKHO, which is why 

we limited our study to temperature-based PET equations that uses mean temperature as input. 

Future work could complement the current study by including the evaluation of PET formulation 

using Tmin and Tmax. 

 

5) Page 6, line 14-16. Suggest including shorthand used elsewhere. e.g. "from a global 

parameterisation (GB) leading to a single equation (1P) for all 43 catchments (1P-GB)" 

Will be added. 

 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.amc.2015.07.071


6) Page 7, line 4: How often is PET 0. Does this skew the MAPE score in certain situations? 

PET is equal to 0 about 3% of the time. The frequency is not high enough to skew the MAPE score. 

 

7) Page 8, line 13: Figure 4 includes "no calibration" how does this differ from "uncalibrated" I didn’t 

quite follow this. 

‘uncalibrated’ models here refer to the three equations which were tested but not suitable for 

calibration (Oudin, MOHYSE and Thornwaite, Eq 5 to 7 in table 1).  

We will rephrase page 8, line 13, to make this clearer: 

‘- models that were not calibrated in this study, i.e. Oudin, MOHYSE and Thornwaite (Eq 5 to 7 in 

table 1)’ 

 

8) Page 8, line 25: I don’t think ’forcing’ is the right term here. perhaps just data? 

‘forcing’ will be replaced by ‘data’ 

 

9) Page 8, line 26: Referring to my comment above, is the small day-to-day variability in relation to 

the magnitude of the seasonal cycle and therefore why the differences are only marginal? Does this 

have implications for any particular use-cases? 

We have mostly covered this point in our responses to the two first comments.  

In addition, we can say that: 

The magnitude in the seasonal cycle has a greater impact than the small day-to-day variability in 

temperature, which explains why the differences in performance are only marginal. Regarding 

implications for particular use-cases, any application looking specifically at daily variability in PET 

should take into account that the PET dataset produced here is a smoothed version of reality. This is 

true for applications such as the estimation of daily water balance, flood peaks, crop water demand, 

among others. 

In many applications, PET is used to estimate Actual Evapotranspiration (AET). AET is equal to PET 

only if there is no limitation in water (soil moisture) and there is enough energy to evaporate the 

water (radiation). PET thus represents the upper limit of AET. In radiation-limited or water-limited 

regions, AET is smaller than PET, hence the day-to-day variability of PET is less important. 

Temperature-based PET equations per se already produce a much smoother version than ‘real’ PET 

time series (CHESS-PM, see Figure A1 in supplementary information). The added simplification 

coming from using monthly temperature, in which the daily variability of temperature is not 

captured, has only a minor additional effect on the overall performance. 

 

10) Page 9, line 11: I’m afraid I lost the thread of this a little. Intuitively I agree it seems surprising 

that this is the case (how significant is the difference?), but not sure specifically what PET estimate is 

closer to what observed data in the final sentence? 



We thank Mark for pointing out this issue. This has made us realised there is an error in the text: it is 

actually McGuinness-Bordne equation using CHESS-temp clim which produces a smoother time 

series than using CHESS-PM climatology (and not the other way around as it was in the original 

manuscript). 

We will rephrase this sentence to correct the error and make the interpretation clearer, and we will 

also add the following figure (Fig.AX) to the supplementary information to illustrate what we are 

trying to say here. 

The new text will be: 

“A surprising result is that, in the absence of any climate data available, calibrating McGuinness-

Bordne equation with CHESS-temp clim (long-term daily temperature climatology) outperforms 

using CHESS-PM climatology. NSE scores are equivalent for both approaches but MAPE is worse for 

the latter. The two approaches give similar results, but running McGuinness-Bordne equation using 

CHESS-temp clim produces smoother time series than using directly CHESS-PM climatology. The 

latter displays random noise which explains the larger values of MAPE compared to the smoother 

version. This is illustrated in Fig. AX of the supplementary information.” 

 

Fig.AX: Daily PET time series for an example catchment (23001), year 1991, to illustrate the differences between (i) 

CHESS-PM, proxy to observed PET (grey line), (ii) PET calculated using McGuinness-Bordne equation, using 

CHESS daily temperature climatology (long term average from 1961-1990) (blue line), and (iii) CHESS-PM daily 

climatology (long term average from 1961-1990) (red line). 


